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The worldwide bestseller Thermodynamics: An Engineering Approach brings further refinement to an approach that emphasizes a physical understanding of the fundamental concepts of thermodynamics. The authors offer an engineering textbook that "talks directly to tomorrow's engineers in a simple yet precise manner, that encourages creative thinking, and is read by the students with interest and enthusiasm."
 The new edition features an early introduction of the first law of thermodynamics, separate coverage of closed systems energy analysis, combined coverage of control volume mass and energy analysis, and revised coverage of compressible flow. Over 300 comprehensive problems have been added to this physically intuitive text, many of which come from industrial applications. 

 The media package for this text is extensive, giving users a large variety of supplemental resources to choose from. A Student Resources DVD is packaged with each new copy of the text and contains the popular Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software, Physical Experiments, and an Interactive Thermodynamics tutorial. An Online Learning Center is also available to students and instructors at http://www.mhhe.com/cengel. Instructors also have access to an Instructor Resource CD-ROM that provides useful tools in order to optimize in-class presentations. 


This book is intended for use as a textbook by undergraduate engineering students in their sophomore or junior year, and as a reference book for practicing engineers. The objectives of this text are

	To cover the basic principles of thermodynamics.
	To present a wealth of real-world engineering examples to give students a feel for how thermodynamics is applied in engineering practice.
	To develop an intuitive understanding of thermodynamics by emphasizing the physics and physical arguments.


It is our hope that this book, through its careful explanations of concepts and its use of numerous practical examples and figures, helps students develop the necessary skills to bridge the gap between knowledge and the confidence to properly apply knowledge.

       About the Author
 Yunus Cengel (Reno, Nevada) is Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Nevada, Reno. Michael Boles (Raleigh, NC) is Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the North Carolina State University. 
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The Management MythbusterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Become a better manager by challenging the myths of commonly accepted management wisdom


	A humorous review of current management practice with a very serious message, The Management Mythbuster makes an entertaining case for questioning much of the conventional wisdom that pervades the corporate world today.
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The CERT® Oracle® Secure Coding Standard for Java (SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2011

	An essential element of secure coding in the Java programming language is a welldocumented and enforceable coding standard. The CERT Oracle Secure Coding Standard for Java provides rules for secure coding in the Java programming language. The goal of these rules is to eliminate insecure coding practices that can lead to exploitable...
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Handbook of Research on Computational Methodologies in Gene Regulatory Networks (Handbook of Research On...)Medical Information Science Reference, 2009
Recent advances in gene sequencing technology are now shedding light on the complex interplay between genes that elicit phenotypic behavior characteristic of any given organism. In order to mediate internal and external signals, the daunting task of classifying an organisms genes into complex signaling pathways needs to be completed. The...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-642): Configuring Windows Server 2008 Network Infrastructure (PRO-Certification)Microsoft Press, 2008
Announcing an all-new Self-Paced Training Kit designed to help maximize your performance on 70-642, the required exam for the new MicrosoftÂ® Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS): Windows Server 2008 Networking Infrastructure Configuration certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on...
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Practical Guide to Linux Commands, Editors, and Shell Programming, A (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	For use with all versions of Linux, including Ubuntu,™ Fedora,™ openSUSE,™ Red Hat,® Debian, Mandriva, Mint, and now OS X, too!

	
		
			Get more done faster, and become a true Linux guru by mastering the command line! 
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Advances in Visual Computing: 6th International Symposium, ISVC 2010, Part ISpringer, 2010

	It is with great pleasure that we present the proceedings of the 6th International, Symposium on Visual Computing (ISVC 2010), which was held in Las Vegas, Nevada. ISVC provides a common umbrella for the four main areas of visual computing including vision, graphics, visualization, and virtual reality.


	The goal is to provide a...
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